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Corrigendum

Page, 18, sub-section 2.4.1 ‘Details of evaluations’, paragraph 3, lines 2 and 3, for ‘7465.89’, read ‘7466.10’; and for ‘686.703’, read ‘685.487’, respectively.

Table 4, page 21, row 1 (below header row), Australia, Rice:

- column 10 ‘MBTOC comments’ line 1, for 4.92, read 5.13.

Annex II:

- page 82, entry number 13, last column, for 'A5' read 'Non-A5'.
- pages 83 and 84, renumber entries 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40 and 41 as 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39 and 40.
- page 84, column 2, at the bottom, for 'M=34', read 'M=33'.
- page 84, column 5, at the bottom, for 'a=11', read 'a=10'.
- page 84, column 7, at the bottom, for 'A5=16', read 'A5=15'.
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